CHIC a-GO GO List #5 (catalog #96): THE RECORD TSUNAMI!
Make sure you’re SITTING DOWN, and that you’re buckled in.  Y’all’s gonna  have one hell of a crazy ride this time.  If you like girl groups, northern soul, doowop, and even rockabilly, you should find a lot here!  Of course it’s true that there is a LOT of crossover between girl groups and northern soul.  The vast majority of additions on this list are “pricier” records from three different sources.  I also had a lot sorted out from the “cheap seats”, but I decided not to list a lot of those $4 to $7 items (but there’s still a good amount on here).  Yes, indeed, this is a true RECORD TSUNAMI.   Some highlights on this list include, but are not limited to:
DELTA NUMBERS:  For those researching, I’ve included a lot of Delta numbers, and some Rite numbers.
NONCHART:  There will likely never again be a Nonchart section in my lifetime (prior, or future) with this many BID items (because the last time I had a really spectacular Nonchart section, in 1997, I was still trying to “fly” with almost all Set Sale, when I still thought price guides were “absolute”);.  Availability of more-and-better research via Popsike and other sources has only emphasized how tricky and imprecise Set Sale pricing is!  I used to think that a record in Rockin’ Records or Manship for “$40” was nothing less or more, but Popsike’s now-extensive eBay research base shows me otherwise, where a record can have multiple results ranging $18 or $19 to $200 or $300!   There are more imports listed this year THAN EVER BEFORE, and there’s even a decent amount of PUNK in here.
NOVELTY:  This is one of the largest such offerings in recent years.  This includes a huge new scoop of baseball records, but all sections have a lot of additions (except not that many in Elvis and Gay, but still..,)!  BEHOLD NEARLY MY ENTIRE RARE TINY TIM COLLECTION HERE!!  Some of these are amazingly rare.  He was making records through the entire 1970s, but few people have ever seen more than two or three of them, at the most!
SECTIONS NEW TO THIS LIST:  A decent-sized PICTURE SLEEVES section (many BEATLES!!), and I hope I’ll have a section of SPOKEN WORD, ADVERTISING, MISCELLANOUS, LOCAL “PRIDE” SONGS – at the very least it is indexed below, and I’m sure there will be SOMETHING in it for those who collect this kind of thing.    
FRANK MERRILL/Saturday Night Records 
848 Dodge Avenue, #PMB-112
Evanston IL   60202  (PERMANENT mail address!) 
**NEW EMAIL!!**  (Yahoo mail was hacked, NOW FIXED and OK to use...but this encouraged me to make the “jump” and move everything to GMAIL, which I’ve intended to do for about five years but never had the time to do!)
fmerrill44jr@g44mail.com 
(remove both 44’s)
14 JULY 2022, 2:37 PM Central Daylight Time (or 19:37, UTC):  As with last year’s list, I’m keeping this as much a politics-free zone as humanly possible.  My predictions for the USA, also, are simply far too dire to detail here, and instead I have simply “doubled down” (even compared to my general tendencies of the past) to do whatever little I can, to make this world a little bit better for people who I encounter, and many that I’ll never know.  One part, of course, is finding records to be willingly adopted into new homes – and I even get paid to do this, lol!  After all, music rivals things like LOVE and HOPE as being among the strongest of human forces on this planet.  I’ve been a very busy man the past year, including more confirmation that using a computer indeed introduces all the down-sides of “endless rabbit holes” that I always feared.   It IS hella fun, but some-times I don’t get other stuff done on a timely basis.  But between guns, Ukraine, (now) inflation, COVID, hate, etc. I’m politically exhausted.  The records that I acquired since my 2021 list were also a ton of work, because that’s just the nature of “better stuff” – pricing has to be done far more carefully  than, say, Elvis Presley records.   I continue to “discover” incredible music on YouTube or elsewhere, without even trying.  I will easily say that 2021 was more productive for me than 2020 was, because in 2020 I first had to master the “learning curve” for dealing with COVID, etc. I’m thankful that I’ve been able to stick with my original schedule of putting this new list out in August! 
	This large acquisition of “better stuff” (in November/2021 and April/2022 “doses”) has probably pushed my “retirement” back a full year.  I hope that all readers have managed to REMAIN HEALTHY AND SAFE.  
I ended up with COVID at the same time that May began this year, which I  think I most likely picked up from the time I spent at Kennywood Park in suburban Pittsburgh.  (Yes, I still enjoy roller coasters!)  It was bloody hot (88 degrees in APRIL in Pittsburgh??) and it was uber-oppressive even with my mask down, because I AM TERRIBLE with hot weather.  I felt like I was there on a “July 4th weekend” including the horrifying queues for everything.  I had it at least the first ten days of May, but fortunately it never slowed me down, nor did it make me “go horizontal” at all, and I have no known lingering side effects of any kind…WHEW.  I even got **A LOT** of work done during the time I had COVID!   I attribute my good fortune, PROBABLY, to the fact that I was double-boosted.  Am I the only person who got those four jabs in THREE different states, none of them being states I have ever lived in?    Yes:  Indiana, New Jersey, Florida.  Other aspects of my health, including some tests that I never had before, turned out well.  Yes, I DO have a moderate case of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome confirmed by lab stimulation of the nerves that feed into that; I am still able to type, etc.   [EDIT 10 August:  It flared up tremendously around the 6th and 7th, though it abated even as I typed stuff on subsequent days.  Pretty sure it was because I took one-half ton of records out of Macomb, and unloaded them in Chicago, both on the same day.]  I also had a Cardiac Stress Test, and no issues found there, either.  I had been somewhat concerned, just because of substantial heart issues on my Dad’s side.  But, all my siblings have stayed reasonably healthy, and the stress test shows only about 25% coronary artery blockage, a clean carotid artery, etc.  That amount of blockage was great news, because even young people can have THAT much.  Is it because of my prescriptions, (drugs that didn’t even exist in the 1960s), AND that I generally eat a whole bar of dark chocolate every day?  
WHAT KEPT ME BUSY SINCE MY LAST LIST JUST OVER A YEAR AGO?  Well, there has been some return-to-normalcy with my traveling, as I’ll summarize below.  It felt great to get back on the road after a nearly barren year between Lists #94 and #95.  I still think that if the incumbent president had been re-elected in 2020 (conspiracy theories notwithstanding), it would have been enough to depress me into losing either this list, or my 2021 list.  As it is, this list is out at the very latest in the year that I can ever put a list out - unless, of course, I attain the “Holy Grail” of putting out a “list for the year” during the week between Christmas and New Year’s of the PRECEDING year.  (I’m VERY far from that!)  I don’t think that will ever happen again unless I lose an entire list, but summer is no longer prohibited either.  Whatever happens, I’ll keep doing what’s physically possible, hopefully for years to come (including after whenever my final list is), because it’s fruitless to give a lot of worry-TI ME-and-energy into things that I have no control over.  I’ll add a few words that have been very important, through most of my lifetime, in realizing that goal:  ”Lord give me [ALTERNATIVE: “I shall strive to find and observe”] the serenity to accept the things that I can’t change, the courage to change the things that I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.”   I mean, I’ve said that to myself THOUSANDS of times.   It’s gotten me through a lot of things.  Many will recognize this as a pillar of Alcoholics Anonymous and other twelve-step programs, but it has far more usefulness than only that. 
Musically, CAEDMON “Sea Song” may still be my best music-track “find” of this decade, now more than a quarter way behind me.  My music explorations are far too detailed to go into here.  I will add THIS:  if I was still into making music –mix cassette tapes (or any later format such as recording onto a hard drive), THERE WOULD BE NO LIST THIS YEAR BECAUSE I’D BE TOO BUSY recording stuff from this list!  I‘ve always had a soft spot for girl groups, and this list has one of the largest girl group collections in the world.  I found it beyond interesting that I just casually mentioned a girl group record to him (“He’s My Guy” Jackie Burns and the Bo-Bells on MGM) as one of my favorite girl group records of all time, and he didn’t know it.  So, if you’re looking for that record, you won’t see it on here, lol.
Should I ask him if he knows “Third Finger Left Hand” by the PEARLS, another one of my favorites?  Yeah, why not?
2021-and-2022 TRAVELING WAS MORE TYPICAL THAN 2020’s FAIL.  Thankfully I happened to schedule both of my major trips around parts of the calendar that were in “reasonable COVID troughs” so these social trips weren’t much of an issue.  The two trips accomplished what ONE ultra-mega-trip was supposed to accomplish: originally  Chicago to northern Maine, to far south Florida, and back to Illinois.  This was supposed to be a trip lasting as long as 46 to 48 days.  (Anything longer than that requires elaborate and exotic arrangements to deal with “surprise” bills, etc.)  Instead this became two trips, with the two routes intersecting at New York City and New Jersey.  My USA trips are almost entirely based on visiting with my contacts and friends  The fall trip was the northern part, getting no farther south than Washington, DC.  I had soul food in Adams-Morgan (called Madam’s Organ – I love the wordplay!) with a friend, and it was delicious;.  We were looking for a Senegalese restaurant that I liked on Columbia Road that seems to be long-gone.  Only a handful of people reading this saw me on either of the two trips.  The spring trip this year did take me to deep Florida, with my three siblings being among people visited, and a couple relatives from Jackson, Michigan were also visiting which was very fun as well.  I also spent time visiting in  mountain country in the Carolinas, then a 529-mile driving day directly to central New Jersey.  Many of the same people in NY City, NJ, eastern Pennsylvania were visited on both trips, and in all of my road trips that’s the most-compact of all visiting regions.  The “Florida trip” was 34 days long and, while in the Northeast, Bronx-New York City was my northernmost travel.
	The two trips, combined, had me staying with my good friends in Metuchen NJ about twelve days when added together.  It felt wonderful being out-and-about again, and immersed in a situation of two people loving each other (and me!) so unconditionally.  On the November trip, earlier in the same day that I bought the first installment of a major collection, first stopping at Delaware Water Gap on the New Jersey side, and I did a hike of about three miles, with a climbing trail that gains about 1500 feet elevation.  Glad I can still do that stuff, and I’ll continue to travel as long as my body permits.  CAN a big Canadian trip happen this coming spring?   I hope.
	I’ve also spent a lot of time rearranging stuff in Chicago, in order to accommodate more stuff from Macomb, as I STRONGLY HOPE that I can “shut down and get rid of” my place in Macomb IL once and for all before the year’s ended.  There will still be stuff in storage, POSSIBLY some yet-undetermined quantity of radio shows (countdown shows, interviews, various-artists music shows, etc. which I’m actually in possible negotiations to sell in their entirety this year, other than stuff taken to Chicago already.  I’m also hugely downsizing my novelty collection of both 45s and LPs, evident on recent lists.  Bulking out the remaining novelty is a 2023-maybe-2024 task, NOT yet this year, because the off-site storage isn’t lost even if my property is sold.  AND radio shows, too, if they remain in 2023.  
	There have been a number of friend deaths since my last list, and some that definitely hurt in a major way.  That’s something absolutely to be expected once somebody lives into their midt-70s; it’s sad to contemplate, but the longer that I’m here, I am sure that I will see that pace accelerate.   It’s a sad truth that the only time some people see each other, is at these types of observances. 
	I’ve had little time to visit with friends IN CHICAGO!  I’ve gone to Scrabble club gatherings on the weekends, and I’ve gone to a few other events, but there’s been very little one-on-one time.  I have gotten together with a record-friend a couple times (actually the guy who removed many tons of bulk from Macomb and paid me for it), and I hung at his place once, and a neighbor maybe three times, my ex-roommate mentioned below came up for a couple days last year, and MY BROTHER AND HIS WIFE visited me back in August,.  I also had the friend-and-escort who I occasionally cuddle with, over several times (who I met just before last year’s list).  Cuddle groups have tended to be impacted by COVID protocols, for good reason.  That’s about ALL – really not much at all.  That should change after I’m out of my house in Macomb IL, which will be a strain off of me.  It will be nice NEVER seeing a mouse in my place again, and probably ano crickets!  I’m about 150 feet above the street in Chicago, and those kinds of critters don’t migrate that high.  (I still have to be careful that I don’t “import” anything like cockroaches or, God-forbid, bedbugs or anything like that.)  My part of this violent city is reasonably safe, though that bad reputation precedes my life all the way back to the heydays of Al Capone, and even farther back.   
	So, yes, besides things added on this list from my own stashes of records, records from only three people hold up this list.  The big collection (around 3,500 “highly-concentrated” records in two buys), a source in Milwaukee, and a record-show source who I meet in Indianapolis, who has amazing stuff (always).  So, the actual procurement of records wasn’t all that time-intensive, but the increasingly-intense work involved in processing stuff is a time-sink.  Nowadays I audition most of what I list!  The POPSIKE website now has enough depth of sales research from well over a decade of eBay history, that I finally can feel confident trusting that resource as a decent pricing reference.  However, it’s one of those “the more you think you know, the less you know” types of things.  The more history there is, the more it proves that record prices can be VERY fickle and not well-predictable.  That has fueled the upwards creep of the number of “BID//MIN:” records on my lists, not to mention that the records I picked up from the good collection are a lot more unpredictable and “unpriceable” than most.   There could be around ONE THOUSAND bid items on this list, including some titles with two or three different grades/items.   Paying him was hard to calculate, because my mind is not at all accustomed to analyzing something intense like this “on the spot”, short of the hundreds of hours of research and care that I did with it afterward.  Someone advised me against listing them ALL AT ONCE, but with a year between lists and as old as I’m getting, I want to avoid a one-year delay.
	INDIANAPOLIS:  This summer has been witness to some bad things happening there.  On 26 June this year, I drove there to go to a funeral of a friend, who I’ve known since 1984 or 1985, who died.  She was the wife of the guy who used to run a used books and records store in Morehead, Kentucky that I found in, I think, 1974.  Over these decades she became a very good friend as well.  I knew three people  (out of sixty or seventy) at the funeral, which was unsurprising, and everything was handled very well, despite it being handled entirely by a Kentucky funeral director, who also did the “twin” Kentucky funeral two days later.   Today (in this new paragraph on 16 July), my former Chicago roommate (for 33 months) died from sepsis in Indianapolis, and we all knew he wouldn’t come out of THIS one.  First he had strokes and a heart attack.  A friend put me on a video call, and I was able to see him lying there, still, two days before he died.  I couldn’t go there because of current COVID protocols at that hospital, but his former life-partner, who came up from Asheville to be there, did stay until the end, and he has my support for his loss, too.
Tonight is July 14.  I’m seeing a wonderful interview with Tom Hanks, on the Steven Colbert late show.  He is in a new movie about Elvis Presley, simply called “ELVIS”.  I learned something from the interview – like Colonel Tom Parker:  NONE of those three parts of his name were real, and he was an undocumented immigrant from The Netherlands!  Elvis fans may also want to look up “The Once and Future King” which is a late 1980s TWILIGHT ZONE episode – absolutely BRILLIANT!!!    I may need to try to see “Elvis” film.
NEW ADDRESS HERE!:  PLEASE REMOVE *ALL* PRIOR ADDRESSES YOU MAY HAVE BEEN USING, EVEN THE MACOMB ONE.
If I successfully leave, the Macomb address becomes defunct:  I still hope to entirely VACATE my property (and SELL IT) in 2022.  I GAVE UP THE WEST DEVON AVE. (CHICAGO) address after at least seven pieces of mail never reached me there AND at my former PO box, both in 60660.   I realized that I could no longer use Zip Code 60660 for ANYTHING, nor any other Chicago Zip Code as well, because mail has been notorious for getting lost in the City, and 60660 is one of the very WORST locations for that.  I didn’t heed it in 2020 when I thought it was “just” DeJoy Sabotage.  I think Chicago has/had its own issues.  This Evanston address is in my nearest suburb.  It’s inconvenient, but my issues have stopped!
	HACKED YAHOO EMAIL:  (THIS PARAGRAPH IS NOT ON THE PAPER LIST):   My YAHOO email was hacked 17 August.  It has been fixed and it is safe to use again, but I PREFER THAT YOU USE GMAIL FOR ALL THINGS RELATING TO RECORDS, because I meant to move everything over to gmail about five years ago.  I figured there was NO better time than now, to finally accomplish this.  But because of this, BE AWARE there could be SCAM emails sent “using my name” from GMAIL or YAHOO, but there will always be a slight misspelling (such as fmerrilljr ending in “jrr” instead), and/or there could be “fmerrilljr” emails from other carriers such as AOL and HOTMAIL.  They already did that by opening up four throwaway GMAIL accounts, using such subtle misspellings.
TABLE OF CONTENTS, ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS , TIPS, SUGGESTIONS for this list:
MINIMUM ORDER IS $10, PLEASE.
TABLE OF CONTENTS  This list is LOADED!!!   **PAGE NUMBERS ARE RELEVANT ONLY  ON THE  PAPER  LIST**
PAGE    2   HUGE NONCHART SECTION—THIS SECTION IS INSANE! – Rock and roll, tons of girl groups, northern soul, funk, 
                   gospel, IMPORTS AND PICTURE-SLEEVES-WITH-RECORDS LIKE CRAZY!, punk, rockabilly, garage, teeners.      
                   There’s some great and RARE stuff here, perhaps 1,000 items are “BID” status – very likely this is the first AND  last time   
                   there will ever be this many.  At this time last year, this wasn’t even on the radar – I was merely looking up a customer from 
                   years ago who I always wanted to meet, and here he was with all these records to get rid of.  Unlike the rather small 
                  section in 2021, this one is FULL-SIZED!   I put far more work into these lists than in the past.  Nowadays I play almost 
                  everything, other than some self-evident stuff (that has regular and reliable Popsike results, and consistent descriptions I 
                  feel I can rely on).  I WILL SHOW A LOT OF “DELTA NUMBERS” IN THIS SECTION, TO  FACILIATTE ANYBODY  WHO 
                  RESEARCHES THOSE.  I’m sure a lot of this will not be documented previously.
PAGE  16  NEW SECTION!!  MISCELLANEOUS, SPOKEN WORD, ADVERTISING, ANNOUNCEMENTS, LOCAL/REGIONAL “PRIDE”    
    SONGS!  You’ll see stuff like movie commercials, sports narrations, songs praising small towns or large cities (or regions),   
    promotions and advertising, interviews, and some various and sundry stuff.  THIS MAY NOT APPEAR ON THIS LIST. 
PAGE  16  HORROR, MONSTERS, HALLOWEEN – HAVE FUN!!  This section includes both newly-acquired stuff, and ones carried 
    forward ,  adding to a robust selection here.   I do this same thing with all other sections. 
PAGE  17  WAR, MILITARY, TROOPS (VIET NAM etc., COLD WAR, VARIOUS CIVIL WARS, WATERGATE, PATRIOTIC FOR U.S.A. AND 
    OTHER COUNTRIES, ETC. – There has been enough proven interest in these, that I’ll keep doing this section.  Also NOTE that 
    I’ve added PATRIOTIC records to this section, because of strong crossover interest with WAR topics..
PAGE  17  COUNTRY AND WESTERN—You will see a LOT of Fifties, and definitely you’ll have a good time here.  This section is around  
     the ordinary size.   Those who use the website instead of the paper list will have access to MANY MORE than I have here.
PAGE  18  MOVIES, TV, SHOWS AND PERSONALITIES—Not a very big section this time, though there’s more than last year.  I still 
     haven’t concentrated on this genre recently.   THERE ARE A LOT OF RADIO COMMERECIALS FOR MOVIES IN HERE!! 
PAGE  18   POP, EASY LISTENING JAZZ, NON-ROCK…*STILL* A HUGE SECTION—BUT, not at all like the size of the 2021 POP list.
	    That will NEVER happen again.  There is still some pretty good stuff in here, including SLASHED PRICES on some items I 
    chose to carry over from last year.  There probably will be more to add in 2023, maybe 2024, but shouldn’t be that many.   
PAGE  19  NOVELTY AND TOPICAL (ALL TYPES)—HUGE SECTION  This is a large section, though not at all as large as some in the 
    past..  There are more substantially-rare novelty items in here than in most lists.
PAGE  22  BILLBOARD CHARTED HITS *HOT 100, SOUL/R&B, BUBBLING UNDER* - You should ALL look!    This is A GREAT  
    ASSORTMENT, with some surprising rare records that actually charted, especially with the SOUL/R&B and BUBBLING 
    UNDER  Charts.   I don’t have AS MUCH Bubbling Under as in the past, but enough for you to still have a lot of fun.
PAGE  23  CHRISTMAS/HOLIDAYS—This section is somewhat larger than in most years.  I continue to add items that were formerly
	    part of my personal collection.
PAGE  24  NEW SECTION!  EMPTY PICTURE SLEEVES – There’s a few hundred listed this year.  This is part of the deluge that I’ve
	    promised during nearly this entire millennium now.  LOOK ESPECIALLY FOR HUGE BEATLES, ELVIS PRESLEY SECTIONS.  
PAGE  25  BILLBOARD CHARTED HITS (Hot 100, R&B. Bubbling Under) AT 40% DISCOUNT. SURELY look!    You read that right.  The
    section will ONLY BEGIN HERE (and ending at the point that I fill out the final page on this list) – these aren’t really stuff I
    generally list, but It certainly “beats” leaving part of the last page blank.  You should consider that whatever  alphabet I’ve
    presented here, it goes ALL THE WAY TO Z on my website, so those who use my website will see THOUSANDS of  items that    
    will not appear on PAPER, now or in the future.  If you order from this section, ADD UP what you order here, and deduct 40%.
Please note that WEBSITE and PAPER LIST customers have exactly the same advantages and disadvantages, other than the WEBSITE having access to thousands of additional titles.  I strive for fairness, and EQUAL chances for non-computer buyers.  The website is a GREAT substitute for the small print on the paper list!  Also note that the website can show last-minute corrections and such.  If I don’t have an email address for you, you should send it to me (if you have one), so that I can contact you quickly if necessary.  QUESTIONS?  Email me to the link shown at the top and, also, it will HELP all of us if I get the overseas orders sooner.  Using email if at all possible, is ESSENTIAL for OVERSEAS orders!  Though mail slowdowns are no longer as catastrophic as they were during 2020, letters can still be slowed down and received TOO LATE to consider.  

*ORDERING TIMETABLES* PLEASE PLEASE, send your order as early as possible.  Here are latest timetable estimates:

PRIORITY REQUESTS:   I may be UNABLE to help you well, if received after 24 SEPTEMBER.  Records get VERY buried, this late! 

OVERBIDDING (soul and popcorn only, please!):   After 28 SEPTEMBER, I do NOT WANT TO EVEN SEE new overbids please.

HOPING TO HAVE PREPAID USA ORDERS UP TO DATE:  I’m saying 08 OCTOBER at this point.  

CHARGE AND SHIP OVERSEAS CREDIT CARD ORDERS:  hopefully finishing by 12 OCTOBER.

NOTIFYING “PART-PAID” USA ORDERS **AND** NON-CREDIT-CARD OVERSEAS:  Hoping for 12 to 17 OCTOBER.

PLEASE try to do what you can so that all of my work doesn’t “PILE UP” at the last moment.  Mistakes and other such things become far more possible on later orders as well.  TARDY ORDERS will be accepted, but logistics could delay them as much as five to eight weeks, and priorities/overbids may become entirely useless.  Please try to order early.  Thank you so very much!
		**THESE DATES ARE FARTHER-OUT THAN USUAL, due to the extreme complexity of this list**.  

NO PAYPAL OR CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS FROM USA - all funds need to be sent by POSTAL MAIL.  U. S. A. orders MUST be prepaid (ALL OR PARTIALLY, I prefer check or M.O.NOT CASH.  Anything that deviates from this way of doing things, makes mistakes FAR too easy for me to make.   PayPal and Credit Card in USA are “insanely messy” for me, not to mention the fees, versus FREE checks.
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
ABBREVIATIONS BEING USED ON THIS LIST:  SAMPLE LISTING:
MEL OTT:  dracula 666dj [m- PS] – don’t steal my bat!  mono/stereo    vg sol-b   WARP (2 Gram)   BID//MIN:10  midt Northern Instr. 

FORMAT:  ARTIST; release info/#; PIC. SLEEVE (IF ANY); titles; grades-and-blemishes; PRICE (no $ sign); descriptions/notes

WHAT THE ABOVE EXAMPLE SAYS:  Flip is the same title.  (Old “carryover” listings might instead show it as “steal my bat!”/same.  I now try to be more specific.)  Record is graded VG [Very Good], sticker on label.  Warp should play OK with 2 grams of tracking; BID at least $10 on this.  It’s a midtempo Northern soul Instrumental.   This Bubbled Under in Billboard.

GG – Girl Group:  A VERY common abbreviation on List #96, and probably for a year or more into the future as unsold records carry over to subsequent lists.  I have acquired one of the largest accumulation of Girl Group records in the history of the world.

PS – record has a PICTURE SLEEVE, graded as shown. If it’s a TITLE SLEEVE (or SLV), that will be fully spelled out. 

WARP (Play OK) -or- WARP(x  grams)  Record is warped.    “Play OK” it means that it did not “jump” at 1½ grams tracking that I use. IF A WEIGHT IS SHOWN, THAT’S THE WEIGHT AS WHICH THE SKIPPING OR STICKING STOPPED for me.

wol = Writing On the Label        sol = Sticker On label     tol = Tape On label      xol = “X” or “XX” on...     #ol = Number On Label
NOTE:  BEGINNING IN 2021 and carried over, I show which side is defaced…so “sol-b” means sticker on the flip side label.

coh = “CUT OUT HOLE” or bb hole in label (if the PS also has a coh, that will also be shown separately)

dj = Disc Jockey or “Promotional” copy. (THERE ARE ALWAYS *MANY* OF THESE ON MY LISTS…)

BID//MIN:xx --These are BID, not set sale items.  Please send a bid at the minimum or higher, if you want any of these.   IMPORTANT NOTE: “BID” IS A MAJOR LABOR-SAVING DEVICE FOR ME AND YOU, these are items which I think have the potential to “go crazy,” or which I don’t feel I can price very well.  Many of these  “BID” items won’t show up on my lists again, so it’s usually now or never.  “BID” is for hard-to-price stuff, and also to avoid big “PRIORITY” battles.  THESE BID ITEMS DO NOT DELAY ANYBODY’S ORDER IN ANY WAY, as BIDS “resolve” at the very same time that I can resolve other ordering complexities.
.
METHODS OF LISTING TITLES: don’t steal  my bat!/same  (OR, SINCE 2020:  mono/stereo, or…) SAME TITLE ON BOTH SIDES
don’t steal  my bat!/going going gone THIS IS A RECORD WITH A DIFFERENT FLIP SIDE TITLE (which is most typical)
don’t steal  my bat!/you stink/pop my zits +2     RECORD WITH 3 OR MORE TITLES (this example has 5 titles.)
don’t steal  my bat!///TY COBB wonderland by night (TRIPLE SLASH MARKS) Different artist on flip; see artist names!
don’t steal  my bat!//         m-   wol  5     sometimes I won’t list the flip title, if I need to save space or it’s not “worth” listing..

MUSIC DESCRIPTIONS – RR, R&R = rock and roll     R&B = rhythm and blues    c&w = country and western      
[words in single brackets] = I consider input from Popsike or prior seller for this description in the brackets.  No time to play some!!

Inst, Instr, Instru = Instrumental         N., Nor. = Northern Soul (usually I’ll spell it out)

sl, ms, midt, mf, = TEMPO/SPEED of the music (slow, midslow, midtempo, midfast, fast) (sl is RARE, and “fa” now phased out)
NOTE:  For ergonomic reasons, I’m typing on a computer that won’t alert me on “midt”: so, rarely, midt shows as “mid” instead!

TIMETABLE FOR THIS LIST:   These dates are approximate, but I can keep people waiting ONLY “so” long, until the waiting becomes discouraging for buyers.  I also consider my customers WHO DO NOT HAVE COMPUTERS , and I have utmost respect for giving them good results as well.  Therefore, the “timetable” is longer than for most sellers, as nearly every other seller in the world ONLY has an online list, and no paper.  AROUND 04 OCTOBER is when I hope to catch up ENTIRELY on PREPAID U.S.A. ORDERS, and have them shipped.  This date is somewhat fluid [BASED ON ACTUALLY  POSTING MY NEW LIST ON 26/27 AUGUST], in desperate hopes that I am NOT buried in a huge amount of orders after mid-September which can get very messy.  Please try to order as soon as possible.  Some smaller orders, without “complicated” requests, may go out earlier in SEPTEMBER.   (Not as likely on this list, because fulfilling orders will probably take  more time than usual due to the nature of this list!)  I want to be finished and caught up no later than this.  After finishing the PREPAID order mail-outs, I will be writing to Overseas people, and the U. S. customers who ordered with PARTIAL PAYMENTS (deposits).  This could begin as early as 08 OCTOBER and may not be finished until a week later (TOO MANY ORDERS TOO CLOSE TO THE DEADLINE always will make it worse).   Overseas buyers who choose expedited payments (i. e. credit cards) may have their orders shipped before notifications are possible.   NOTE:  NO CREDIT CARD NUMBER HAS *EVER* BEEN STORED ON ANY COMPUTER, SO THOSE ARE SAFE.  All of this work will finish as quickly as humanly possible!  (Again, estimating dates is difficult, and if a lot of orders“JUST PILE IN” toward the deadline,  that can delay estimated dates.)   

USA, please don’t even ask to use Credit Cards or PayPal – I have enough going on overseas and, anyway, YOU WILL INCUR FEES around or above 4% which are entirely preventable by using a check.  I also won’t be able to accept overseas PayPal using FRIENDS, FAMILY, GIFT – because they don’t “like” the highly anomalous activity which is almost all concentrated in three weeks of the YEAR.

ORDERING…IF YOU ARE IN U. S. A.
1.  U.S. BUYERS PLEASE USE POSTAL MAIL, NOT EMAIL, to order (though if you’re running late and your order includes stuff like bids or competitive priorities, a “heads-up email” CAN help a lot).  Such email needs to include a POSTAL copy of your order being sent as well..  HOWEVER, feel free to use email for questions, comments, etc. - and for those who do my lists online only, a note letting me know that you’re AWARE of my list is INCREDIBLY important. I’ll try to answer questions quickly.  Knowing you are aware of my list is helpful, because some emails may not go through! 
2.  PAYMENT (FULL OR PARTIAL) MUST BE INCLUDED with your order.  This entirely avoids separation of your order and payment, which can be an utter nightmare.  It also saves me from having to send  hundreds of notifying letters and emails!  Saving work helps me a ton, so I can ship LIKELY TWO WEEKS earlier than would otherwise happen.  It also SAVES MY MIND (if it isn’t “shot” already).  This can saves me 100 hours of work on these EXTREME-high-volume lists.  With as many as 400 extra emails, and filing hundreds of orders in a massive alphabet so that I can retrieve them when I get payment, which would be needed If I had to write and notify all United States customers, I can save SO MUCH WORK and you benefit by having your records MUCH earlier!
3.  If YOU SEND PARTIAL PAYMENT, your postage will be charged at actual, but NOT LESS than $6.05 or $3.60 and could easily be CONSIDERABLY MORE, so full payment MIGHT save you $$.  It might be “worth it” not having full $$ sitting here for as much as 40 days,  though.  Choosing the “deposit” method WILL NOT HARM YOUR RESULTS in any way, but it may delay your getting your records by as much as three to five weeks, because I can’t give final results until all paid orders are “caught up” and shipped.
4.  PLEASE SHOW  YOUR POSTAL ADDRESS, ALWAYS, on your order.  
5.  Please include postage: $6.05 INSURED, $3.60 NOT INSURED.  This is “FLAT” postage, no matter how much you order. However, “deposit orders” (requires extra correspondence) will be assessed ACTUAL estimated –handling-insured, which can easily exceed $6.05 or $3.60, so many will save some postage by paying in full.  A new policy, out of necessity, is that I now “self-insure” your packages, because the last two times I’ve had an insurance claim, the on-line USPS insurance claims process is so utterly “byzantine” and bonkers-crazy that it wouldn’t even let me submit the claims, therefore “screwing” me out of close to $1,000.  Furthermore, ALL packages now have GREAT tracking!  Despite CRAZY-WORK during and after shipping.  I’ll TRY HARD to send tracking numbers, but I CANNOT guarantee that ability.  Postal insurance via USPS seems to be a permanent, forever-unsolvable problem now.
 
ORDERING …IF YOU’RE OVERSEAS/NOT IN U. S. A.
1.  PLEASE TRY TO ORDER BY EMAIL *IF IT’S AT ALL POSSIBLE*.   I know a few of you CANNOT (no computer access/usage).  Postal orders are equally valid, but they aren’t as reliable– they MAY NOT ARRIVE IN TIME because the USPS isn’t as good as it used to be.   SOME CUSTOMERS do not have computers at all, and I accept that, but if you have any way to access email, it will help BOTH OF US!   Not only will I hear from you earlier, but you may miss out on your most wanted stuff if your letter is delayed
2.  IF YOU DO ORDER BY EMAIL, *PLEASE* ASSURE THAT I TELL YOU, WITHIN 72 HOURS, THAT I RECEIVED YOUR ORDER.  IF YOU DON’T HEAR FROM ME, the email is probably LOST.  **EMAIL DEFINITELY CAN GET LOST** -- please order and ASSURE that I’ve replied.   PLEASE DO NOT JUST ASSUME I GOT YOUR ORDER IF I DON’T REPLY!
3.  PLEASE  ADD your SHIPPING ADDRESS with your order.  This is EXTREMELY vital!  Not doing so probably delays your order.
In 2020 I had a postal order, with no name or mailing address anywhere, which I couldn’t ever fill, because I HAD NO WAY TO KNOW WHO IT WAS, and thus I couldn’t notify him,.  I only knew it was somebody in UK who had never written me before.  He ordered more than $1,000 of records.  This person never contacted me again to ask why I didn’t respond.  This happens nearly every year at least once.  (THIS SEEMS TO HAPPEN MUCH WITH U. K. IN PARTICULAR, as some put no addresses anywhere.)  This is also VERY IMPORTANT because a wrong-addressed paper order OR package may just disappear forever, which has happened as well.  SAVE ME SOME EXTRA WORK AND POSSIBLE MISTAKES AND/OR MAJOR DELAYS BY INCLUDING YOUR ADDRESS, ALWAYS.  PLEASE do this.
4.  (EMAIL-ONLY customers who I NOTIFY about the new list) WHEN my email says MY NEW LIST IS READY, PLEASE EMAIL me a response, even if you have no plans to order – so that  I can KNOW that you’re aware of the list – WITHIN 72 HOURS.  I want to avoid emailing you multiple times because I cannot know if you even know I have a list.  PEOPLE CHANGE THEIR EMAILS or account usages all the time (as I JUST DID!).  AN ORDER IS NOT NECESSARY - no, I just need to know that you received my email.  If you DO NOT plan to order from the list, please tell me, and if you don’t plan to order in the future, I can remove your name.  NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF RESPONSE IT IS, it will save me additional work, and I thank you for that. 

OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER, AND TIPS:
WHEN ARE PREPAID U.S. ORDERS SENT?:  Again, I hope to have these finished before the second week of October.  Please consider the huge work volume on this huge list (while considering that I AWARD RECORDS carefully so that everybody “wins”).  [see TUTORIAL]

“DEPOSIT” U.S. ORDERS, AND OVERSEAS,  ARE NOTIFIED (or, overseas orders with Credit Card numbers are shipped and notified as soon as I finish sending the U. S. prepaid orders and get caught-up and current.   I hope I’m able to get this done DURING the second week of October.  (PERHAPS EARLIER if I am not *SLAMMED* with orders near the deadline).   Again, I can’t remind you too many times, *PLEASE TRY TO ORDER EARLIER THAN THE DEADLINES*.  I hope to be finished by 14 October, regardless.  THESE DATES ARE BASED ON *ACTUAL*  26 AUGUST DATE WHEN MY LIST WAS POSTED ON MY WEBSITE.

IF YOU RECEIVE  A “BAD” RECORD: – PLEASE DO **NOT** RETURN A BAD RECORD, UNLESS I ASK YOU TO, because I
may not need to have it returned at all.  It’s useless to pay $3 or $17 postage to return a bad $5 record.   YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED for grading mistakes, defects, wrong titles, etc., though the method of satisfaction will vary.  I repeat, chances are good you don’t need to return anything.  

HOW I GIVE REFUND(s):  If you’re in the U.S. or Canada, I use check or small-cash.  OVERSEAS, I can do a CREDIT toward another order, but I’d RATHER refund via the same way you paid, so I don’t have to carry it forward,  because my lists are now a year apart.  

DO YOU WANT MORE THAN ONE COPY?  In some cases I’ll have more than one copy of a record.  If you can use more than one copy, ALWAYS TELL ME SO – IT MAY HELP.  It’s in my best interest to sell multiple copies, if available!  Please ask.

ORDERING IN “LIST SEQUENCE”  It helps greatly if you order records in the sequence as shown on the list.   And, if you’re ordering from more than one place (such as Nonchart and List #80), PLEASE tell me which section or Document the other records are in.  This helps
your results and helps prevent mistakes here.  You may include records from anywhere on my website.  However, please always tell me where the items are listed, especially in Archives or other discounts.  This will make it much easier for me to find what you asked for.

PRICING (SET SALE AND/OR BID):   I have entirely and unconditionally GIVEN UP on ALL printed price guides that have ever existed, and I now rely almost entirely on POPSIKE.COM which lists ACTUAL compiled all ebay sales results for records, generally when sold for $20 or more.  I still do a lot of guessing on stuff that doesn’t sell for $20.  I try to price everything to SELL.  If a record shows up only twice on Popsike for a $38 sale (in 2011) and $22 (in 2017) I’ll probably price it around $10 or $18 or something…    

AFTER-THE-FACT AUCTIONS [RARE  NOWADAYS!!]—Thankfully I rarely need to do this, only if a listed item surprisingly “goes crazy on me” AND there are too many people (two or more) who I absolutely MUST award the item to!  The result is a runoff auction only between the people who I MUST award the record to.  With more-sophisticated research nowadays, I can avoid most of this, and more than three items per list RARELY occur, though what’s on THIS list makes it likely!  I only use this method when absolutely necessary.  

**PRIORITY REQUESTS**--This is one thing which makes my lists so special and unusual.  It may be the single most important thing you can include in an order  TELL ME, PLEASE, WHICH ITEMS YOU WANT THE MOST, AND I’ll TRY TO GET THEM FOR YOU.   No  guarantees, because a “hot” record may get multiple requests (with ONLY ONE COPY).  Almost always an item will go to somebody who has a “priority” request on it.  RARELY I’ll “shift” it to a non-Priority order, perhaps because of horrible fill otherwise.  Please be specific: ranking priorities #1, #2, #3 if you can, is better than showing all priorities as equal.   Please limit your priority requests, unless you rank them; FEWER high priority  = “stronger” priorities! I’ll try hard to help you get these.  Again note that after early September, “PRIORITY” assignments may be near-impossible.  

OVERBIDDING **AND** UNDERBIDDING—BOTH of these have their purposes and reasons for being.  OVERBIDDING SHOULD BE LIMITED TO CATEGORIES LIKE NORTHERN SOUL, POPCORN, MOD, TITTYSHAKERS.   PLEASE DO NOT OVERBID ON GARAGE, ROCKABILLY, PUNK, NOVELTY.  Unless it’s obvious that I COMPLETELY “blew it” and it’s obvious that other people will probably also overbid, please don’t overbid on the other  categories.  Also, please note:  OVERBIDDING IS **probably impossible** AFTER 18 SEPTEMBER!  Late overbids can cause me TERRIFYING amounts of added work, and I will not reduce any excessive overbids (in comparison to runner-up bidders) as much, and you will pay a LOT more for your records than if your overbids come earlier.

OVERBIDS should PLEASE be received by 25 SEPTEMBER (BASED ON eactual WEBSITE POSTING DATE OF 26 AUGUST).  If ordering by Post, consider the delivery time for mail from you to Chicago, and STRONGLY consider using email please.  POSTAL DELAYS ARE NOT WORTH THE RISK.  Delayed postal orders (WHEN AN EMAIL OPTION EXISTS) can entirely *RUIN* your order, and it happens to somebody every year.  EMAIL IS IMMEDIATE.

UNDERBIDS CAN BE UNUSUALLY USEFUL in 2022!  BUT: avoid underbids on important records that you don’t want to lose.  This list will test whether I rely “TOO much” on Popsike; there could be stuff that’s just priced too high.  However some people  paid MORE THAN PRICES shown on eBay, sometimes numerous sales!  OF COURSE, IF SOMEBODY ORDERS AT FULL PRICE, YOU LOSE THE ITEM, but if I have a record for BID//MIN: 100 and nobody bids on it, I’ll happily sell it for $78 rather than carry it over for another year, if you want it for that Underbid.  Also, when the list is expired, you can do what three or four people do every year, and send a long underbids list, and I CAN OFTEN award whatever remains.  (NOTE that the higher % of listed price your underbid is, the more likely you’ll win the item.  Underbid at 80-85% of the price nearly assures you take everything otherwise left over, but underbids at 45% are ALMOST NEVER  AWARDED.)   This can be a wonderful tool for building “inventory,” by underbidding on many items, and the nature of this year’s list may make underbidding FAR more viable than most of my lists.  Underbids at 90% of listed price WILL  be awarded, if no full-price orders.  A serious and smart underbidding effort is usually very well rewarded for those who try!  If I can get rid of records and not carry them over, it also benefits YOU, because I can offer you more titles next year.  Of course full-priced orders come first. 

A TUTORIAL ON HOW I FILL ORDERS, and a warning about slow service:  This is NOT a “fast-food” list!!!  I’m not sure if anybody else, ANYWHERE in the entire universe of anything collectible, does what I do!   It’s a task that’s LITERALLY impossible!   (And…I don’t even KNOW how I manage this impossibility, but somehow, I DO)  This method and “guaranteed quick/fast service” CANNOT CO-EXIST, because that IS physically impossible, but it also means that anybody who sends me a TIMELY order should get a favorable result.   I try as hard as possible to assure this, WHILE awarding as many Priority (most-wanted) requests as I can.   I am “SIMULTANEOUSLY” awarding+ THOUSANDS of records as if EVERY TIMELY ORDER got here at the same split second (in reality covering a time period around a month long), which makes it impossible to determine who ordered first.  Also, if I get 26 USA postal orders in the mail on the same day, which of THOSE came first?  Postmark dates are not often not readable, either.  Very few of you will get your stuff quickly, but many people still say they’re much happier with the results, because:  EVERYBODY has a chance! 


OTHER SCHEDULING GLITCHES affecting this list:
 Something also going on, is trying to get myself OUT OF MACOMB IL IN 2022.  That involves people coming from out of town (some done, some already set up, some hopeful!), and so much time on the phone because of my friend who died on 23 July.   This was  a LATE inserted note,   Everything this summer, is a time-sink.  My list is later than I hoped, but for the past year I was promising August and it’s still coming out in THAT MONTH, at least.  I want to be sure I administer this list properly, and it will likely take considerably more time and effort than even my typical list.   Continuing arrangements to move out of Macomb in 2022 (which could STILL fail) will ALSO SLOW DOWN my ability to fill orders.  I may be able to manage altering the dates that orders will ship, etc. at the end.  All DATES ARE STILL ESTIMATES.   This ALSO ALL ASSUMES that I have no health issues, etc.


